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O-utvalgets Protokoll pkt 8.3 Shanghai hendelsens status: 
 
GT redegjorde for hvordan denne hendelse er behandlet av OPS-utvalget og LT gjennom å 
begjære at SHT Norge skulle ta opp hendelsen på nytt.. Dette ble avslått med henvisning til 
internasjonale overenskomster, hvilket også bekreftes av SD 
O-utvalgs avgjørelse: 
Etter en lengre diskusjon om O-utvalget/STK har muligheter å gjøre egen utredning av de 
menneskelige faktorer som denne hendelsen innbefatter og som ikke er kommet med i SAS 
SOMIT rapporten.. En ytterligere faktor er også de senere tids hendelser hvor kapteinenes 
vurderingsevne og beslutningsevne har sviktet og mangel på CRM. 
Det er besluttet at en arbeidsgruppe under ledning av Kjell Klevan, som får bestemme hvilke 
resurser han behøver for oppdragets utførelse og at OPS-Utvalget informeres. 
 
Granskingsgruppen: 
Fagsjef flyseksjonen og leder: Kjell Klevan 
Flyoperativ inspektør: Erling Gjerdrum  
  
 
 
1:00 
Performed by: 
Kjell P. 
Klevan 

CDRS 
reference: 
C05-04895 

Date of 
Occurrence: 
August 24, 2005 

Date of issue 
February 28,2007 
 

Flight No: 
SK 998 

Aircraft Reg: 
LN-RKF 

Routing: 
PVG-PVG 

Place of 
Occurrence: 
PVG (ZSPD)   

 
1:1 
Accident Report SK 998 / 024.August 2005/ 0622 UTC 
 
Occurrence: 
A340 LN-RKF Tailstrike during takeoff at PVG (Shanghai PuDong International Airport) 
1:2 
References: 
 
The Chinese AIB investigation report 
SAS SOM SOMIT investigation report  
A340 FCOM dated 2005-07-01 
A340 FCOM QRH Rev 19 
CDRS C05-04895  
Personal Interview with CDR, FO and FR, date 2007-01-16 
2006-01-27 - 1etter from STOOF-H to STK 
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1:3 
Summary: 
 
24. August 2005 at 0622 UTC SK998, an Airbus 340-300 registered LN-RKF, started the 
takeoff roll at Shanghai Pudong International Airport (ZSPD) airport’s runway 35. 
On board were 244 passengers, 9 cabin crew and 3 pilots. 
 
When aircraft rotated for takeoff, the tail of the aircraft scraped the runway until the aircraft 
became airborne. 
 
The tail strike occurred because the rotation speed was less than required for the actual 
airplane takeoff mass. 
 
The rotation speed had erroneously been computed based on an aircraft weight that was too 
low.  The weight that was used was the preliminary Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW) instead of the 
actual Takeoff weight. 
 
The substitution error led to miscalculation of takeoff data, which in turn resulted in too low 
thrust setting and excessively low takeoff speed. 
The system defences did not ensure that such errors were detected nor did the CDR and the 
PF detect the error during their final checklist reading. 
 
The airplane Flight Management System itself did not provide a final defence against 
mismatched information being programmed. 
   
Takeoff Data Computer (TODC) was programmed by the FR with a takeoff weight (180.000) 
less than maximum ZFW ( 181.000) for the aircraft and thereby it produced a takeoff speed of 
a magnitude just barely above VMCG/VMCA. (Speed which was entered: V1 129, VR 130, 
V2 139 (should have been V1 150, VR 158, V2 164) 
These data (speeds) were then inserted in the MCDU by the CDR. The PF (First Officer) 
should then check those data against the Takeoff data calculation (TODC) (which also was 
done according to SOMIT report). The result of the occurrence shows that this could not have 
been done in practices. 
 
The speed was checked by CDR and PF according to SOP, but the fault was never disclosed. 
 
The Flight deck crew performed the flight planning and briefing in the hotel lobby and on 
board the crew bus. All the necessary documents were not available at the time, but issued 
later on the flight deck. The CDR was occupied elsewhere during cockpit preparation and 
delegated duties to FR. When CDR returned to the cockpit, all preparation was done and final 
load sheet figures were already recorded on to the RODOS. CDR checked RODOS and 
inserted takeoff speeds into the MCDU. 
  
The crew did not follow Standard Operation Procedures with regard to flight preparation, 
flight planning briefing, cockpit pre-flight preparation, and takeoff and climb procedures. The 
crew did not find procedure for handling a tail strike occurrence. 
  
The FR misread the preliminary load info and entered ZFW iso TOW into the TODC. He did 
not update figures when receiving final load sheet. 
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The PF over-rotated the aircraft in the strive to get the aircraft airborne in spite of indication 
that was available to him, at the time, to do otherwise. 
 
The crew misinterpreted cabin pressurization indication thereby continued the climb until 
cabin pressure warning was activated. 
1:4 
SAS Flight Operation Organization 
 
NPH Flight Operation overlooked that the crew did not follow Standard Operating Procedures 
and failed to report this to the Authorities. 
 
SAS Flight Operation did not incorporate software that prevent mismatch between routing 
and aircraft weight due to financial saving.  
 1:5 
Factual Information 
 
The Company does no provide a complete set of documentation during initial phase of 
cockpit flight planning preparation/briefing. The reason for this is to, save crew check-in time, 
to inform and brief the Cabin Crew, and to enable CDR to present fuel figures at an early 
stage to the ground service crew. 
 
The initial flight planning preparation is done during hotel check out phase at the lobby and 
during crew bus travel. On long haul flight operations the flight deck crew, at SAS SOM line 
stations, are obliged to do the flight planning on the flight deck, this is again due to the 
company’s cost saving program.  
 
Complete documentation was presented to the flight deck crew during pre flight preparation 
in the cockpit, where the final flight planning is supposed to carry out. 
The CDR was not present in the cockpit during pre-flight preparation, or when some “crew at 
the station” items were performed. 
 
The preliminary load info was received at 0510 UTC, 30 minutes prior to departure via the 
ACARS. The weights presented were ZFW 179110, TOW 259514, LAW 188614, Passengers 
seating figures, MACTOW 32. 
The FR used this data to program the TODC. FR used the ZFW iso TOW – rounded up to 
nearest ton (180.000). The TODC was programmed at 0519UTC and was used for the actual 
takeoff. 
When Final Load sheet was received at 0523 UTC, this new data was not updated into the 
TODC. 
 
The RODOS was filled out correctly by PF 
The actual takeoff weight according to final load sheet was also noted correctly.  
Cross checks of takeoff data calculation were made, both when parked at gate and during taxi 
check list, but the error was not detected by the PF or the PNF. None of them checked the 
actual TODC Data; however, the takeoff speeds were inserted by the CDR into the MCDU.  
 
 
The Flight officer was the PF and during takeoff roll, he started the rotation at the pre-
calculated speed at a rate of 1.5-2 degrees per second (recommended 3 degrees/sec), but lift 
off was not obtained as expected and additional elevator input was made up to 16.2 CMD 
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POS. The nose gear was “airborne” 15 sec before the main gear left ground. Manual TOGA 
thrust was selected at the same time as the aircraft became airborne. 
 
The CDR recognized, at gear retraction, that incorrect speeds must have been used, (V2 jump) 
and at approximately 3000’ climbing, the cabin crew reported that they had heard an unusual, 
scratching sound in the rear part of the aircraft. 
The aircraft continued to climb until Cabin Pressure Warning was activated at 14400’ (cabin 
altitude > 10000’) 
There was no terrain obstacle clearance reason to continue climb. 
 
The Aircraft was landed after 3 hours and 29 minutes airborne with Fuel Jettison. (To reduce 
landing weight.) 
1:6 
Damage to aircraft 
 
The aircraft had an 8 meter long scratch marks to the ventral part of fuselage. 
Severe fuselage skin abrasion damage through to structure between frames 70 and 74; 
stringers and fasteners abraded and damaged; aft toilet service panel door and aperture 
completely abraded. 
Internal damage; Internal structure displaced and deformed, cracking, stringer and stringer 
couplings damaged. 
Final repair was completed at Toulouse. Aircraft remained on ground for 30 days. 
1:7 
CAAC 
 
An official and final report from the Aviation Safety Office, East China Administration 
CAAC was sent to the Norwegian AIB. The CAAC is according to ICAO Annex 13 the state 
of occurrence and responsible for the official accident investigation. The AIB Norway 
appointed an inspector of accidents as a non-travelling accredited representative, also in 
accordance with the same document. 
Quote: 
 
“On August 24, 2005, at about 14:22 Beijing local time(0622UTC) a SAS passenger flight 
SK998 departed at runway 35 in Shanghai PuDong International Airport for Copenhagen, 
Denmark. 
The flight experienced a tail strike during takeoff rotation. The crew reported that the aircraft 
might suffer a cabin depressurization after takeoff. The tower agreed their return requirement 
after the crew confirmed the cabin depressurization. The flight returned to the PuDong airport 
and landed uneventfully. No injuries were reported. The lower belly of the fuselage between 
station 64 and station 74 is seriously damaged. The worn out skin of damaged area is about 
302cm by 56cm, which resulted in pressure system failure. 
The preliminary investigation revealed that the tail strike was caused by the first officer’s 
mesentery of the takeoff V speed. He entered V1=129, VR=130,V2=139. The proper speed 
should be V1=143, VR=155,V2=162 according to our investigators calculation. The weather 
condition pf at the airport (PVG) at 1400 LT; Wind 280/11m, Temp +26, Vis 10km, QNH 
1003. 
Signed Zhu Zhou Long. Director of Aviation Safety Office, East China Regional 
Administration, CAAC 
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1:8 
Takeoff Data Computer, TODC 
 
There was no last line of defence in the ACARS TODC system itself in that it would accept 
unrealistic low weights and mismatched takeoff speeds without challenge. 
After two serous incidents with SAS B767, such a line of defence was introduced, so-called 
city-pairing.  
During the introduction of the Airbus A340-300 into the SAS fleet a laptop computer was 
being used for takeoff calculation. 
The software program incorporated a built in reasonability check where inserted actual 
takeoff weight was compared with maximum zero fuel weight. 
This program, however, was not transferred to the ACARS TODC introduction. The reason 
for this was that an improved reasonability check using actual TOW from PALCO was under 
development. 
This development was discontinued as it was considered too expensive. 
The Flight Operation then failed to detect that the Airbus TODC was left without a last line of 
defence program. 
After the accident, a city pairing was immediately incorporated, with an algorithm that 
compares inserted takeoff weight with a probable minimum weight for the sector to be flown. 
The system has it shortcoming such as too much speed deviations (15 knots low), not working 
for airport without stored data, and that the warning is printed as the last information on the 
takeoff data sheet.  
1:9 
Flight Deck Crew Records: 
 
Crew Records data CDR First Officer(50%) Relief Pilot 
Total flying 
experience in SAS all 
types hrs 

 14437 6026 7786 

Last month July-05  31 19 35 
Last year(aug-04-
july05 

 
 659 

 
319 

 
468 

Total experience on 
A340 
A330 

 
 992 
 289 

 
799 
184 

 
571 
   0 

Type rating  A340 
 -“-               A330 
 

 07.03.2003 
 09.10.2004 
  

11.03.2002 
26.03.2004 

18.05.2004 

Date Last OPC 
A340 
A330 

  
15.08.2004 
27.02.2005   

 
19.04.2005 
05.10.2004 

 
12.11.2004 

Date last  PC 
A340 
A330 

 
27.02.2005 
09.10.2004 

 
05.10.2004 
19.04.2005 

 
24.04.2005 

Licence number 470611-8538 630416-1158 630829-3510 
Licence Restrictions NIL NIL Medical 
Crew employment status and Licence: 
CDR: 100% and ATPL with no restrictions 
FO:      50% and ATPL with no restrictions 
FR     100% and CPL  - Medical restricted.  
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1:10 
Crew Interview: 
 
The flight crew was called for interview with investigators from CAA on 17th.January 2007 in 
Oslo. 
Beside introduction and general information phase, the interviews were performed on 
individual bases. 
The interviews were observed by a union member from the SPF as all involved pilots were 
based at Stockholm. 
 
CDR: 
The CDR got his type rating on A340 March 2003.  
He had delegated part of the pre-flight preparation to the FR. The CDR was occupied with 
ground staff and assisting his wife through the airports passengers handling channels. When 
he arrived in the cockpit almost all preparations were done. He checked the load sheet and 
RODOS corresponding figures and signed the RODOS. He expressed that he never felt 
stressed nor in a hurry during final cockpit preparation. He verbally received the TODC 
speeds from the FR and inserted the speeds into the MCDU. He can remember that he noticed 
the small spread between V1 and the VR, but he did not act on it. (He was, however, 
convinced that the “last defence warning” like on the 767, that he had flown previously, was 
incorporated into the ACARS TODC on the A340.) Both he and the PF checked speeds 
according to checklist at the gate and during taxiing. 
He got puzzled when the aircraft didn’t get airborne at rotation speed, but noticed that the PF 
was still trying to get the aircraft airborne. He touched the Side stick for internal 
communication purposes, but did not apply back pressure as the SOMIT report states. He 
communicated, on the long runway distance that remained. The PF replied that it was hazy.  
He never considered the possibility to abort the takeoff. When they finally got airborne, he 
recognized that they had used incorrect speeds (V2 jump). They were informed by the cabin 
crew at approximately 3000’, that they had heard an unusual, scraping sound from the rear 
part of cabin. He asked the PF to check cabin pressurization but nothing unusual was 
observed. He then contacted Flight Operation via cellular phone for advice either to proceed 
to Beijing for check of the aircraft or to return to PVG. Meanwhile they got Cabin Pressure 
warning at 14400’ and he ordered immediately descent. Requested permission to jettison fuel 
and return to PVG. 
He did not feel, at any time, that the crew did not function as a crew. 
 
First Officer (PF) 
The First Officer got his type rating March 2002. 
He is working part time (50%) in the company and had logged 184 flying hours during last 
year. This equal to less than one sector a month. 
He was very keen on PC work and was in great favour of CBT and all Flight and Company 
Documents on PC. 
The interview revealed, however, that his knowledge of basic aircraft operating weights and 
speeds were questionable. He had not questioned the remarkable low speeds on the TODC 
sheet. He also got puzzled when the aircraft didn’t get airborne at rotation, but was relived 
when the CDR commented on the long remaining runway. He applied more backpressure on 
the Side stick to get the aircraft airborne, but did not notice how much input he inserted. As 
they stayed on the ground for another long 17 seconds and the runway end coming up, he 
finally pushed thrust levers manually to TOGA position. The FDM revealed that the TOGA 
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thrust was applied at the same time the aircraft became airborne. He continued the climb as 
previously planned, as he did not notice any unusual cabin pressurization or heard anything 
else from the CDR. 
He also felt that the crew worked together as a crew at all time. 
 
Second Officer (FR) 
He got his type rating in May 2004. He was only rated on the A340. 
He did not attend the briefing in Copenhagen due late arrival, so he did not have any speed 
resemblance for the CPH-PVG-CPH operation. 
He was delegated pre-flight preparation by the CDR to perform most of the CDR duties until 
his arrival on the flight deck. He received the preliminary load info and inserted the ZFW as 
TOW into the TODC- rounded up to nearest ton, which amounted to 180000. He did not react 
on the low speeds or small difference between V1 and VR. He did not update the data, when 
he received the Final Load sheet as it was close enough to the inserted weight. The ACARS 
printout was handed over to CDR when he arrived. He mentioned during the interview that he 
was not keen on PC work and preferred hard copies and he felt resistance to have all 
documentation on CD. He also showed little interest in the aircraft performance, operating 
speeds and maximum operating weights. He did not take any blame for the accident, as he had 
no responsibility for what was inserted into the MCDU etc.   
 
2:00 
CAA comments to TAIL STRIKE SHANGHAI 24.August 2005
 
Analysis 
 
SOMIT report 
Tail strike 
Related occurrences 
Loadsheet 
Flight Preparations 
CRM as error management 
Cockpit Crew, CRM  
Take off 
Previously qualification 
Aircraft operating Speeds and Mass 
 
2:1 SOMIT Report 
The Accountable Manger through his Quality Manager and the NPH Flight Operation 
are responsible for the CIT and their investigation reports. When the report contains  
numerous gross errors and neglect to uncover breaches in Standard Operating 
Procedures it is a serious mismanagement according to JAR-OPS 1.037.   
 
The report states: During initial cockpit preparation there was only one set of 
company flight plans instead of two normally provided, and the only set was being 
used by the PF. The FR had no immediate access to a company flight plan to verify 
takeoff weight. 
 
CAA comments: This is a nonsense argument. It proves only that the CRM between 
FP/FR did not work or that the FR was not interested to verify or crosscheck the 
figures. 
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The report states: All three pilots were in the past qualified on the B767, and TOW for 
a B767 equals the ZFW for an A340. 
 
CAA comments: This is a superfluous argument and has no relevance. 
CDR’s last flight in a 767 in January 2003 (2 ½ year). FO -767 in January 2002 (3 ½ 
year) and FR 767 in March 2004 (1 ½ year)  
 
The report states: The relief pilot requested takeoff data, i.e. they were calculated by 
a crewmember that according to SOP was neither responsible for checking those 
data nor entering the same into MCDU.  
 
CAA comments: According to SOP 3.03.01 p7- 3-pilot operation 
Typical duties for the FR in this phase (delegated duties) 

- Initialization of ACARS 
- Getting ATIS and to perform TODC calculations 

 
The reports states: Insertion of takeoff data into the TODC was made from a third 
MCDU, not plainly visible from the two pilots’ position. 
 
CAA Comments: This is normal practise and normally ACARS input is done there. 
The FR calculates takeoff data via the TODC and the printout is handed to PNF. If 
FR had been interested in his work and flight safety he would ascertained that the 
correct data were loaded into the MCDU. 
 
The report states: Both Commander and the First Officer were qualified on the A330 
as well as A340. Takeoff speeds as well as takeoff thrust for the A330 are lower. 
 
CAA comments. This is totally wrong. The speeds for the A330 is always higher than 
the A340 for corresponding weight.i.e (quick ref.table) A340  258,5 ton 142/152/161 
                                                             (3000m rwy)      A330  251 ton    145/163/168 
 
The report states: Abnormal procedures: Tail strike procedures are listed in a A340 
QRH section 2 under Indicating/recording  
This heading is misleading, and could make the checklist difficult to locate when 
needed. It became apparent during investigation that training in relation to tail strikes 
is limited. 
 
CAA comments: The crew did not find the checklist. Most likely the FR searched for 
it, as the CDR was occupied communicating with SFO. Most likely it is lack of interest 
and knowledge by the crew. There is no relevance in training tail strike procedure in 
the simulator.  
A test showed that a pilot, not familiar with the A340 or the QRH, could find the 
checklist in 32 seconds. 
 
The report states: The probability for a tail strike was increased due to: 
 Additional control stick inputs from both sides after initial rotation. 
 
CAA comments. The CDR denied this statement as he only touched the Side stick for 
internal communication purposes. He also pinpointed this to the lead investigator, but 
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it was never corrected. The system monitoring printout confirms the CDR 
observations. 
 
2:2 Tail strike 
Tail strikes are infrequent events, but they can cause expensive structural damage. 
They most often occur in such adverse condition as crosswind, turbulence, 
windshear, etc. 
 
Tail strike considerations:  
 
Two limits needs to be considered: 

- The geometry limit, corresponding to the main gear oleo, fully-extended. 
- The geometry limit, corresponding to the main gear oleo, fully-compressed. 
 

    
  Condition               Pitch Tail Strike 
Landing gear Compressed Extended 
A340-300         10 degrees  14 degrees 
 
Pitch Attitude at lift off    12 degrees  
Tail clearance                   2 feet 
 

 
Early rotation 
 
Early rotation occurs, when the rotation is initiated below the planned V R. The 
potential reasons for this are:

-The calculated V R is incorrect for the aircraft weight or flaps configuration 
-The rotation occurs below V R due to gust, windshear, or obstacles on the       
  runway. 
 

Whatever the cause of the early rotation is, the result will be an increased pitch 
attitude  
at lift-off and, consequently, a reduced tail-clearance. 
 
Action in case of tail strike
 
If a tail strike occurs at takeoff continued flight at altitude requiring a pressurised 
cabin must be avoided, and a return to the originating airport should be immediately 
performed for damage assessment. 
 
Related occurrences
 
The Head of Flight Safety and Quality has the responsibility to, on behalf of NPH FO, 
within his organizational area: 
 

• Gather information of flight safety related occurrences inside and outside       
         Scandinavian Airlines. 
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A company B767 experienced a similar tail strike in CPH and for the same reason. 
The take off was aborted. 
To reduce the possibilities for an incorrect TOW entry, and to warn the pilots, 
enhanced software was installed. This eliminated the problem. 
The investigation recommended appropriate remedial actions and preventive 
measures to avoid recurrences. 
 
The lesson learned must have been forgotten. This time the company A340 got 
airborne and continued to climb until the pilots got a cabin pressure warning. They 
continued to climb even after being informed of a possible tail strike shortly after lift 
off. 
After being informed by the cabin crew the commander called STO for an advice. 
It was during this phone call the cabin pressure warning came on at 14400’ 
(cabin altitude10 000ft) 
.  
The pilots were not able to find the tail strike checklist and started to dump fuel in 
order to reduce landing weight. The aircraft was airborne for 3 hours and 29 minutes   
 
2:3 LOADSHEET 
It often happens that the loadsheet is brought very late to the cockpit – However, in 
many cases the crew knows what the expected TOW is, how much fuel is required 
for the sector.  
Thus the crew knows the expected TOW which allows them to prepare the expected 
T/O speeds and FLEX TEMP. It is advisable to do it, so that when the actual TOW is 
available, it will be very rapid to determine the actual T/O speeds. 
When the loadsheet is presented, it is obviously mandatory to check that all the data 
is reasonable and within limits. 
Finally, once the loadsheet is checked, the PF determines T/O data; PNF as well. 
Once the crosscheck is achieved between pilots, the PF will insert them in the ass 
ociated pages of the MCDU.  
 
 
2:4 Flight Preparation
 
JAR-OPS 1.290 (8) Ground facilities and services required for the planned flight 
are available and adequate.  
There is no flight planning room at the airport. All flight planning are done in the 
cockpit. The commander, whose wife was onboard, was not present in the cockpit 
until after the loadsheet arrived. It is obviously that the planning period was short and 
the planning was poorly executed. If there was any planning at all, it must have been 
done in a hurry. The correct numbers from the loadsheet were entered on the flight 
plan and into the MCDU. The TOD calculation was checked to have been carried out, 
not the figures entered, and the error in the calculation was thus never discovered. 
The check was not properly carried out due to the fact that the cockpit procedures 
were rushed.  
The FR used the zero fuel weight as takeoff weight in his calculation and the VR was 
set 20kts too low. 
 It is the duty of the PF and the PNF to check the T/O data calculation is done 
properly. 
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The FR had access to master flight plan and planning documentation such as take off 
weight, but the documentation was not used. 
 
2:5 CRM as error management 
 
Human errors is a valuable source of information. If error is inevitable CRM can be 
seen as a set of error countermeasures with three lines of defence. The first, 
naturally, is the avoidance of error. The second is trapping incipient errors before 
they are committed. The third and last is mitigating the consequences of those errors 
which occur and are not trapped. 
Organizations need to take steps to identify nature and sources of error in their 
operations. Scandinavian Airline has adopted a proactive and non-punitive approach 
to error. An occurrence reporting scheme is a tool to identify those occasions where 
routine procedures have failed. JAR-OPS 1.037. This confidential, non-punitive 
reporting system allows pilots to report safety concerns and errors. 
 If routine procedures are not followed, an organization should not accept 
wilful violation of its rules or procedures.   
It is not known if the organization had any reports about insertion of wrong take off 
weight data calculation.  
But, if the TODC software had been modified, as it was done with the B767, this error 
would not have been any more than a reported incident.  
  
 Cockpit Crew, CRM 
CRM does not reach everyone and certainly not the actual FR. In his opinion he had 
done nothing wrong, it was the two other pilots who had failed. He was an earlier air 
force pilot, the right stuff. There is room for improvement, but remedial training may 
not prove particularly effective. 
The commander was not available during flight preparation and the FP did most of 
the planning by him selves. 
CRM did not function and the error was not trapped. 
 
2:6 Take off 
 
V1, V R was calculated on a T/O off weight of 180T, thus 20 kts to low. At V1 the 
commander made a comment about the runway length ahead. The PF said the hazy 
weather made the runway appears longer.  
An early rotation increases drag and the takeoff distance. At V R the aircraft did 
rotate, but it took 17sec until lift-off occurred, equivalent to 1250m runway. The pilots 
understood that something was wrong, but could not identify the cause. The PF 
selected TOGA, max thrust. It took another 6sec. to climb 35 ft. (450m runway) 
The commander should not, and did not, make any inputs to flight controls. 
 
 
2:7 Previously qualification 
 
Both pilots were previously qualified on B767 which has a TOW equal too the ZFW  
for A340. These aircraft types are totally different both in operations philosophy and 
weight. 
There are no reasons to draw any parallel between these two aircraft types as a 
contributing factor to the occurrence. 
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2:8 Aircraft Minimum Control Speeds/ Maximum Limited Mass 
 
A340 -300  VMCA                                 =  124 knots 
                   VMCG   Config1+F             = 126,5 knots 
 
A340-300    Maximum Takeoff Mass     =  275.000 kg 
                    Maximum Zero Fuel Mass =  181.000  kg 
                    Maximum Landing Mass   =  192.000  kg 
 
 
 
3:0 Conclusions    
3:1 
The Accountable Manager, Quality Manger and the NPH Flight Operation are 
responsible for the CIT and their investigation reports. When the report contains 
numerous gross errors and it neglect to uncover breaches in SOP, it is a serious 
mismanagement according to JAR-OPS 1.037 
3:2 
Certified operating procedures were neglected, jeopardizing the airworthiness of the 
aircraft and setting crew and passengers in a dangerous situation. 
3:3 
In spite of an earlier tail strike, the software upgrade in TODC B767 was discarded in 
TODC A340 due to cost saving 
3:4 
The entire cockpit crew should be present when performing the pre flight 
preparations and reading and performing checklist. 
The commander planned otherwise. 
3:5 
The pilots did not find the tail strike checklist, dumped fuel and operated an 
unworthiness aircraft for another 3 hours and 29 minutes. 
 
 
 
3:6 
STK asked the NPH Flight Operation to reconsider the SOMIT report.  
Scandinavian Flight Operation (SFO) has evaluated the performance of the 
Commander and crew and decided no actions will be taken, since the incident was 
not caused by intentional actions or gross neglect. SFO does not see that Air Law 
should play a particular role in handling of this incident. It will not gain the flight safety 
according to the NPH FO, Klas Jonsson. 
3:7 
This was a human factor accident that begun with incomplete pre-flight briefing, and 
a simple substitution error, where a figure that was to be entered into the system is 
substituted with erroneous information. 
Substitution errors result when information initially is misread, when information is 
mis-encoded at the time it is entered, or as a result of human key entry error. 
3:8 
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Several defences were breached and neither the system itself nor any final defences 
were robust enough to identify the error, so it remained undetected and led to 
subsequent errors. 
3:9 
Human factors related failures by the crew: 
CDR: 
Insufficient communication: 
The CDR did not perform a complete flight planning briefing 
He did not perform a complete pre-flight briefing 
Distraction:  
He was not present during cockpit pre-flight procedures 
Stress and mental pressure: 
He was under stress as he was not present in the cockpit during pre-flight 
preparations. 
He knew that his briefings was reduced to a minimum 
He knew that SOP was not followed before and after he took his seat. 
Insufficient knowledge: 
He was not familiar with tail strike information available on board (QRH) 
 
FO: 
Insufficient knowledge 
He had insufficient knowledge of tail strike possibilities and procedures. 
He lacked sufficient knowledge of the aircraft operating speeds and aircraft 
performance 
Complacency and Communications 
He showed complacency during pre-flight preparations and did not communicate 
with FR.  
 
FR: 
Insufficient knowledge: 
He showed lack of knowledge of aircraft operating speeds and aircraft performance. 
Communication: 
He did not communicate and did not verify with PF during pre-flight preparation. 
Insufficient cooperation and complacency:  
He showed little interest in CRM work. He was not at fault nor was he responsible for 
his actions. He showed a strange attitude towards the company and his work as FR 
 
3:10 
There is no flight planning room located at the airport. The briefing is split up into 
three parts, one in the hotel lobby, one in the crew bus and final planning in the 
cockpit. This is not according to JAR-OPS 1.290(8) 
 
 
 
Signed:………………………………………Bodø 06.03.2007 
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